Professor Laszlo Jakab, Head coach of British Disable Fencing Association, The head coach of British
Fencing Centre-Durham:
"Dear friends,
I have to tell you honestly that I am in a good health. I have no problem with asthma and I am not
suffering with allergies. Since my young age, I have been living with in sport environment. I am never
smoke and never lived in dusty area.
Interestingly, the reason why I have a strong relation with Saltpipe is my job. I am a fencing coach
and have taugh fencing since 1970. Actually, I am the head coach of Northease Region and British
disable Fencing Associaltion. I have to use lots of voice to coach and spend most of my coaching time
in noisy fencing hall. The sharp crash of blades and the noised of fencing fighting around me my
environment sometimes unbearable loud. When I am coaching all my students even individual
lessons or instruct the group session, I have to use my voice in full power. This is very high demand to
my throat for speaking. Sometimes, shouting 6-7 hours during fencing sessions. At the end of the
day, I had heavy cough everyday.
I went to see lots of specialists many times checking my throat but they had not found any problem
with it. I was suggested to have a salt therapy through salt chamber and spent many hours in salty air
every year but it was not a regular treatment as everyday treatment so there was no significant
improve. My throat and voice were getting worse and worse with lots of coughing during speaking.
Last year, I was in the stage that I could not even talk or stay silently without coughing. It was
unbearable and annoying for myself and other people whom I talked to.
One of my friends introduced this Saltpipe when I visited home last christmas in Hungary. First, I was
in doubt as many others here in UK that whether this saltpipe would work. Soon after I have started
using it, my hesitation turned to be admiration. My coughing has stopped and nowadays, it
disappears completely. It does not matter now how long and how loud I have to use my voice. I have
no problem with coughing after I finish my fencing session. It is unbelivable!
Interestingly, when I had been lazy to use the saltpipe for couple days because I felt I was OK and I
thought it was not necessary for the saltpipe, the previous coughing problem started to be back
again and I felt my throat was getting irritation and would like to cough. Of course, the first thing for
me is going to pick my saltpipe and use it again like crazy man. Nowadays, I have to confess that I
cannot live without my saltpipe. It is one of the most important part of my everday life now.
I just would like to give all my gratitude for 2 Hungarian gentlemen who invented this wonderful
saltpipe and give me a chance to offer this product to everyone who are suffering. I would like to
draw an attention that all people who have no problem with asthma and allergy problems but just
coughing without being sick. The Saltpipe is a wonderful device to have."uple

